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M.M.25

/3tt \I. srn [; - r,) equals :

(A) - sin x (B) cos x
2. Radian measure of 450"

(B)T

(C) sin x

(c)2

,"., 1_tan0
. , 1+tan A

(c) -+

(D) - cosr

D)-

(D) l+tand
' , 1-tan A

(D)-16

(N:
is equal to :

Q+ (D-+

4. tan (f + o) equals:

(A)cot0 (B) tang

s. cot (-f) is

(A)rtr (B)*

6.

7.

PART_B (Each qaestion conies 2 mark)
Prove that sin60 + cos60 = I _ 3sin20 cos20
In a circle of diameter g0 cm, the length of a chord is 40 cm.
minor arc of the circle.

Find the length of the

8. Find value of cot (-_rg)

E6 f#ftrvlr Erar, filE
SU&IECT: MATHEMATICS

TEST. TRIGONOMETRY

class: ftI,'f-t#
PART-A (Each question carries I mark)

3. Maximum value of sin 2x is:
(A) 0 (B) I

g. Prove that sin.r+sin3,
.orr-.o; = tanZx

PART-C (Each question carries 4 mark)
10' If sin r = - 1 and x lies in third quadrant, then find values of other five trigonometric

functions.

11, Solve cos3r * cosr - cos2x = 0
12. Prove that 2 cosfr.orff + cosff * cosE = 0

Time: I hour

u)
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ryu ffrftf)rr'fu'dr, rfgs
SUBIECT: MATIDMATICS

TEST. SETS
M.M.2s chss: fdrlrf_il+ Time: I hour

r) rrA and B are two di,j"i,,PffT#{ff,:fr:i:;::i::; t marh)

a) n(A) + n(B) b) n(A) _ n(B)

c) n(B) - n(A) d) None of these

2) The setl = {x: x is aprime number mtd. a d.tvisor of 6}is:
a) {1,2,31 b) U,2,3,61 c) {2,3,61 d) {2,3}

3) The number of subsets of a set having n elements is:a)2n b)n2 c)2 d)2,- |
4) Solution set of equation xz * x -30 - 0 in roster form is:

a) {-6,5} b) {-6,-s} c) {-5,6} d) {5,6}
5) The set of equilateral triangles in a plane is:

a) Finite set b) infinite set c)Singleton setd)None of these

PART_B (Each question carries 4 marh)
Ques 2. If Il = {L,2,3,4,5,6,7,g,g}, A = {1,2,3,4},8 _ 

t2,4,6,g} and C = {3,4,5,6}
Find l) (Au B), 2) (B _ C),

Ques 3' In a survey of 600 students in a school, 150 students were found to be taking tea and 225 takingcoffee' 100 were taking both tea and coffee. Find how manfstudent were taking neither tea nor coffee.
Ques 4. a) Write the set t:,:,i,:,:,1,f,) rnthe set builder form.

b) Are the following pairs of sets equal? Give reason.

i)A = tl,zl,B - {x: x i.s a sorution of x2* 3x * 2 = o}
ii) d = {x: x is a letter in the word. FOLLOW}

B = {x: x is a letter in the word. WOLF}

fi:ffffiff'o of 65 people' 40 like cricket, l0 like both cricket and tennis. How many rike tennis onry

Ques6. LetA= {3,5,7,g,.!.1},8 = {7,,9,1.L,13}, g = {ll,L3,15} and. D = {LS,l7}
Find: DAIB ii)/uBuc iii)AnB iv)^AnBnc

(qt



416 frifi+rrr furar, +rE
SUBJEICT: MATHEtrIATICS

TEST- PRINCIPAL OF MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION

Time: I hour Class: frrrtrr#

Prove the following by using principle of Mathematical Induction:_

l. 1+3+5+ ......... ...........+(Zn_t) =n2,neN

702n-t + I is diuisible by 7l f or all neN .

3. 1+3+32+....... ....... +3n_1 _y ,neN.

... ...... + n < ! tz" + 7)2,neN.
4. 7+2+3+

M.M.20

)

s. i+f,+fr+ ,neN.

cr2



@,rrf'E
SITBTTECT: MATHEUATICS

' 
TEST. SEOUENCESAND SERIES

Time: t hour Class: frIarc+ M.M.25

PART-A (Each question canies I mark)

l. tf the third term of an A.P. is 12 andthe seventh term is 24,thenthe 10tr term is

(A.)36 (B) 3e (c) 30 (D) 33

2. lf o,b,c are in A.P., then 3o,3b,3c are in

(A) A. P. (B) G. P. (C) H. P. (DA.c.

3. Common ration of the sequence 512,256,128,...is :

(^)2 (B); (c) 4 D) I
4. Sum to infinity for G.P. \,:,;,... equals:

(A)i (B); (c); (D);

5. 10tr term of the series 2 + 4 + I * ... is

(A)2" (B) 2ro (C)ze (D) 16

PART-B (Each question carries 4 nurh)

6. The first term of a G.P. is l. The sum of the third and fifth terms is 90. Find the

common ratio ofthe G.P.

7. The ratio of the sum of mft and nth terms of an A.P. is m2;n2.Show that the ratio of

theirmth and ns terms is 2m - L:2n - L.

8. lf the pth , q'h and rth of aG.P. are a, b and c respectively. Prove lhaf qe-r .'6r-p . cp-q - L

9. The surir of four terms in G.P. is 60 and the arithmetic mean of the first and last is 18.

Find the numbers.

10. Find n so that #may be the A.M. between a & b.

u/



ffi,rit'E
SU&TECT: MATHEMATICS

TEST- PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS

Time: I hour Class: fapatq* M.M.25

sncrlox 
^q, 

(sxrt

Q1.

I. Find 9!

il. If nC3= nCtr Then find the value of n.

I[I. Write the value of loooCr.

ry. What is the value of 0!

V. How many 4 digits numbers can be formed by using the digits I to 9 if the digit can be

repeated?

SECTION B (5X4)

Q2. Prove that nC, + nCr-l: n+lCr.

Q3 In how many ways can 8 girls and 4 boys be seated in a row so that no two boys are

together?

Q4 A bag contains 8 black and 9 red balls. Determine the number of ways in which 5 black

and 6 red balls can be selected.

Q5 Find number of words with or without meaning, which can be made from the letters of
the word AGAIN. If these words are written in dictionary then what will be 4gmword ?

Q6 In how many ways can a student choose a program of 6 courses if l0 courses are

available and 3 specific courses are compulsory for every student?

h,t



Fg6 fdfi#rr'furar, fils
SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

TEST- BINOMIAL THEOREM

Time: I hour Chss: fdnaf"€+

Note: Each question carries 2 marks

1) Expand (l-x)6

2) Expand (i * )'
3) Using Binomial Expansion, expand ( l+x+x2)3 in powers of x

4l Simplify (x+a)6 - (x-a)6 and hence evaluate (rE +t)u - (fr -ty6

5) Using Binomial Theorem, evaluate (99 ) 
s

7)

8)

e)

6) Write down the general term in the expansion of (x2._y3)6.

Find the l3th term in the expansion of ( ex {x)18 ,x * 0

Find the coefficient of xro in the expansion of 1Z*, _l)rt,x + 0

Find the middle term in the expansion of ( I -t), .

l0) Find the term independent of x in the expansi", of (1: - i, )tt

M.M.20

(et



ffi,rffr'E
SU&,ECT: MATHEMATICS

TEST, PROBABILITY

M.M.25 Class: fdrhf-tr+ Time: I hour

PART-A (Each question carries I mark)
1. When a coin is tosses thrice, the number of possible outcomes is :

(A)2 (B) 4 (c) 6 (D) 8
2. If.A and B are mutually exclusive events, then P(^AflB)equals:

(A) o (B) 1 (c)2 (4
3. A die is thrown, the probability of getting prime number is :

(AX (B): e: D) 1

4. lf P(A) - 1, then P(ri')equals:

(A): (B): (c); 1o):
s. If P(A) =!,p(B) =),p(en B) = |, tn., p(A u B) is

(A): (B); (c); (D) o

PART-B (Each question canies 4 marh)

5. In a single throw of two dice, find the probability that neither a doublet nor a total of
l0 will appear.

7. Find the probability of getting exactly 2 heads when a coin is tossed thrice.

8. Find the probability of getting a total of 8 or an even number on the first dice, when

two dice are tossed once.

9. In a class XI of a school. 40o/o of the students study Mathematics and 30% study

Biology. l0% of the class study both Mathematics and Biology. If a student is

selected at random from the class, find the probability that he neither studies

Mathematics nor Biology.

10. If 4-digit numbers greaterthan 5,000 are randomly formed from the digits 0, 1,,3,5

and7, what is the probability of forming a number divisible by 5 when the repetition

of digits is not allowed?

A)



Fg6 ffftr)rr' fuorar, fils
SUBJEICT: MATHEMATICS

TEST. LINEAR INEOUALITIES

Time: I hour Chss: fOrafr* M.M.30

l.AmanwantStocutthreelengthsfromasinglepieceofboardoflength9lcm.The

second length is to be 3cm longer than the shortest and the third length is to be twice as 
i

long as the shortest. What are the possible lengths of the shortest board if the third piece

is to be at least 5 cm longer than the second?

2. Solve the inequality and represent the solution graphically on the number line:

5x*1>-Z4,Sx-l<24

3. Solve the inequality and represent the solution graphically on the number line:

5(2x - 7) - 3(Zx+ 3) < O,Zx * t9 < 6x * 47

4. Solve the inequalities graphically: x * y 
= 

g,y ) x,x ) 0

5. Solvethe inequalitiesgraphically: x-zy <3,3x * 4y > lz,x) 0,y ) L

(r")
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ffi,rrf,'E
SU&IECT: MATHEMATICS

TEST. THREE DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRY

Time: 30minutes Class: fdrrf-f$ M.M. 10

Note: Each question carries 2 mark

1. Find the ratio in which the plane 2x * 3y * 5z = 1 divides the line joining the points

(1,0, -3)and (1, -5,7).

2. Find the value of x so that the point (6,5, -3) is at a distance of 13 units from the

point (r, -7,0).

3. Using distance formula, prove thatthe points (2,-L,3),(4,3,1) and (3,1,2) are

collinear.

4. Find the ratio in which the line segment joining the points (4, 8, l0) and (6, 10, -8) is

divided by yz-plane.

5. Find the lengths ofthe medians ofthe triangle A(0, 0, 6), B(0, 4, 0) and C(6, 0, 0).

(t,l



Time Allowed:-4O Min MathematicalReasoning Max Marks 20

Each Question Carries 2 Marks Dated zOltOlzOLB

1. Write the negation of following statements.

U Chennai is the capital of Tamil Naidu.

2l Alltriangle are not equilateraltriangle.

2. Find the component statement of the following component statement and check whether they

are true or false: -

U Number 3 is a prime or it is odd.

21 lfi) is divide by 3,11 and 5.

3. ldentify the quantifier in the following statements and write the negation of statements.

For every real number x,x is less than x+1.

4. ldentify the quantifier in the following statement and write the negation of the statement.

There is not a number which is equalto its square.

5. Using the words "necessary and sufficient" rewrite the statement. 'The integer n is odd if and

only if n2 is odd. Also Check whether the statement is true.

5. Check whether the following statement are true or not

lf x,y t Z are such that x and y are odd, then xy is odd.

7. Check whether the followint statement is true or fatse by proving its contrapositive if x,v EZ

such that ry is odd, then both x and y are odd.

8. Show by contradictaon p=r/2 is rationa!.

9. For given statement identify the necessary and efficient condition.

lf you drive over 80km/hr, then you wil! get fine.

10. Check the validity of the statement

"1OO is a multapte of 4 and 5"

0et



Time Allowed:{0 Min Conic Section Max Marks 20

Each Question Carries 2 Marks Dated 2Dl1:ol20[ig

1. The eccentricity of parabola y2=-8x is

a) -2 b) -1 c) -1 dlz

2, The focus of parabola t'=ta1 ig

a) (a,0) b) (0,a) c) (o,o) d) None ofthese

3. The foci of ellipse 9x2+4y2=36 6;s

a) (-s,0) b) (o,ivs) c) (rvs,o) d) (0,-s)

4. The eccentricity of hyperbola can never be equal to

a) v9ls bl lttlg c) 3v1ls d) 2 L:/@,=4

5. Find the equation of erripse, which major axis arong the X-axis and passing through the points (4,3)

and (-1,4).

6' Find the area of the triangle formed by the lines joining the vertex of the parabola x2=12y to the

ends of its lcilus rectum.

7' Find the equation of hyperbora where foci are(e+l2) and the rength of the rotus rectum is 3G.

8. Find the co-ordinates of the foci,the vertices, the ren8th of major axis, the minor axis, the

eccentricity and the latus rectum of the ellipse

xz.y2 -t;f ; =r 4*4=t6

u3)
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M.M.2s

,.sin 3,
r. Iff(x) =lT,

lm,

(N#
3. If cosy = x,then ffis:

@#
4. lfy-2x,then9is:

dx

(A)2*

F={6 f}ffiflr,r fugtrr, ftE

PART-A (Each question carries I mark)

x+0.
r = 0 

tscontinuousatx = 0, thenvalueofmis:

Time: t hour

(A)3/2 (B,zB (c) 3 @)2
2. fittn-r, * cos-rx)is equalto :

5. lty - sin-tx,then ffis:
@#

(D#

(')#

(B)-S
tll-x2

(B) 2x logZ (C) x.z'-t (D) 0

(c)0 (p4l]frz

(c)# (D)#

(c),# (D) -#
PART-B (Each question canies 2 mark)

6. Differentiate:x2 =# w.r.t.x

7. If xl6ye = (x2 + y)tz ,prove that H = ?
PART-C (Each question canies 4 marh)

8. Verifiz Rolle,s theorem for the function f (x) = x(x _1)(x _ Z) in[0,2]
9. Ifx =(cosa * Iogtan l),, = sin 0, find.fl ote =t
lo. Ify = [r + ,[xT^,proue that

(l+x2)y2*xyr-mry=O
I l. Differentiate: cot-t (9)*...t.,

SI,BJDCT: MATHEMATICS

Class: fd+

(l,t/



M.M.25

ryE ffnfhf'fu'dr, rh'E
SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

TEST. VECTORS

Class: ET+
PART-A (Each question carries I marh)

Time: t hour

l. rhis inequaliry la. dl s tallEl is called

(A)Triangle Inequality (B) Rolle,s theorem

j(c) Lagrange's Mean varue Theorem (D) cauchy-Schwartz Inequality
2. If d = t+4j *4fi,andi = 4t+ j +fr,then d.Eisequalto

(A)74 (B) 16 G)72 (D)4

t@I tn); (c); @;
o' 

': 
u = 2t * 

^i 
- 7fr and B = zi - gi * 4ft areperpendicurar vectors, then i is equar to

lrlo (B) -8 (c) 8 (D) 1

s. rhe vatue of e. (7 x [) + j.(fr 
" 

a) + [. (i x;) is
(A) I (B) 0 (c) -l (D) 3

/ |ART-B (Each question carries 4 mark)
o' fina the scarar projection of the vector zt + j -4[ on the vector 2i + 6j + 3fr..

l.Jlfd,Eu,tddbeunitvectorssuchthat d+B+d:d,thenfindthevalue of d.E+i.e+d.d.
8' JDetermine 

the area of a parallelogram whose adjacent sides are represented by the vectors d =
!-i+3[andi=2i-zi+ft
I

9' 
v 

Find a vector of magnitude 5 units, perpendicular to each of the vectors d + iand a- - E where

d=t+j+[andE=t+zj+3ft

10. Show that i - Zj + 3ft, _Zt + 3j _ 4fr,i._ 3i + 5[ are coptanar.

(t{)
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r=do fHn#rf. frg.dr, ftq

M.M.25
\.raus; ct.sEt Time: I hour

r . Distance or prane rr':;A::iir':{{:;ffi:: 
ri,T l r"(A)4 units (B) 3 units (c) 2 units (D) 5 units2. The line I+2 - Y-3 z+4 -

s -T =T lsParalleltoplane
(A)3r +4y+Sz=7 @)5r +2y+32=9
(C)zx *y -22 = 0 (D)Zx *3,y * 4z = 03. The direction ratios of the line ,-1 _ 2y+6 _ 7-z 

-_ -

(c) < 3,5,7 > (D) < 3, 5,_7 >4. The point which lies on the plane Zx + y_ z = 10 is(4)(0,0,0) (B) (1,1,1) (c) (1,10,1) (D) (1,11,1)5' If the lines + = T = T *a= = v= -_'#. ur"perpenoicutar to each other, then k

(A)2 (B) 1 G) _2 (D) 3

6. Find the angre berwe "::n:l;:"{'*n 
question carries 2 mark)

I = 3i +zi-+fr +1,1t+zj +zrt1anai= 5t_ zrt + pltt+zj+6fr)7' The cartesian equation of the rine is T = v+j -;. a,ru its vector equation.8. The equation of the line is 
,ru 

=ri
to this line. 

q _ s = T. Find the direction cosines of a line parallel

9. Find the distance ofthe plane Zx _ y * Zz *L = 0 from origin.

PART-C (Each question corries 6 mark)
10. Find the image of the point (5, L,0) in the line x-7 _ y-3 _ z-4
I l. Find the shortest distance between the lines 

2 -r 3

x*t y+t z*l:-/_6 1

ond.*-3=r-5 -r-71 - _{-T

SUB.,ECT: MATHEMATICS

Class: E d#

(rct



@,rffr's
SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

M.M.25 Chss: E-tr€t Time: I hour
PART-A (Each question carries I nurk)

l. Ifa binary operation "*" is defined on N by arb= ab then 3*2 is

A)4 B)2 C)e D)8

2. Itf (x) = x3 , g(x) = cos(3x) ,thenfog is:

(A) x3 cos3x (B) cos(3r3 ) (C) cos3(3x) (D) 3cos(r3 )

3. Itf (x) = x2 - 1 and g(x) = ,[i, thengo(l) is:

(A) -l (B) o (c) I (D)2

4' lfa * b = * oefinedon rationar numbers, thenthevalueof2 * 3 is :

(A); ( B); (c); 1o);

5. Let RbearelationonNdefinedby x * Zy = g,thendomainofRis:

(A) {2,4,61 (B) {3,5,7} (c) {1,3,5} (D) {2,3,5}

PART-B (Each question canies 4 morh)

7. Show that the relation R = {(x,y):x _ y is d.ivisibte by S;x,y e Z} isan

equivalence relation.

8. Check whether R = {(a, b): a < b3} on R is an equivalence relation or not.

9- lf f (x) -#,x + -t,then find f of (x)

10. Show that the reration R defined on the set A of alr rines as R =

{(L1,L): L, and L2 are parallel lines} is an equivalence relation.

Qv



F=f,s fHftmf'furil, rfr'g
SUB.,ECT: MATHEMATICS

TEST. PROBABILITY
M.M.25 Class:8-d+ Time: t hour

PART-A (Each question canies I mark)
l. lf P(A) = i,p(a) = ,1, 

p(a n B) = |, tn"n p(neither A nor B) is
(A)47/60 

@) Ls/30 G) 4t/t2o
2' In a single throw oftwo dice, the chances ofthrowing a sum of g is:

(A)7 /s6 (B) 1/18 G) Us @) s/36
3' A binomiar distribution is given uv n [0,]], find the variance ofthe distribution

(A)e/2 (,)T (c) etg (D)3/2

(D) 1e/60

4. Two events A andB will be independent, if
(A)A and B are mutualty exclusive (B) p(A,8,) = [1 _ p(A)ltt_ p(B)]
(c)P(A) = P(B) (o) p(/) + p(B) = 15' The probability of obtaining an even prime number on each die, when a pair of dice isrolled is

(A)o rn); (c)* 1o)*
PART-B (Each question caties 2 ma*)6' A probrem is given to three students, whose chances of sorvingi u..i,i,:. what is the

probability that exactly one of them may solve it.
7' A coin is tossed 6 times. Find the probab,ity of obtaining no head.8' Find the probability distribution of the number of heads when three coins are thrownsimultaneously.

9' Find the binomiar distribution whose mean is 3 and variance is 2.
PART-C (Each question carries 4 mark)

l0' In a tape recorder factory three machin:r_A, B and c produced 50yo,3oyo and 200/o oftotal production' The percentage of the defective ortprt ortnose machines is 3zo, 4yo and5% respectively' A tape recorder is selected randomry and found to be defective, find the
. _ 

probability it is produced by machine A.

" ff. ilil:1"Tr,il,ilX#,-.e 
ora sinomiar distribution is 15 and the sum ortheir squares is

l2' Two dice are rolled at random 5 times. obtain the mean and variance of a distribution of doubretsobtained.

(trl



M.M.25

r=du fffi+rf'futrar, ft'g
SU&,ECT: MATHEMATICS

Class: fd+ Time: t hour

1 tf AB =c where ;l:x,f;:!,itr::":";::;1"#{1,,*oforder 
3 x 5, thenthe order of B is :

(A)3x5 (B)4xS (C)3x3 1D)5x5
2. o n = [! 

1r0]i. , singular matrix, then the value of k is equal to :

(A) 0 (B) 6 (c) _6 (DU63' A matrix which is both symmetric and skew-symmetric is a:(A) Zero matrix (B) Scarar matrix (c) Unit matrix D) Diagonar matrix4. tf ^4 is h non-singular matrix of order 3 and tAl = 2, then lAdj Al is(A)8 (B) 4 (c) 6 (D) e5. Let I be a square matrix of order 2 x Z,then lkll is
(^) klAl @) k2lAl G) kslAl (D) zklAl

6 u e = ft _ll,ii"iJ'-!1;,! :*::; :';::',,**,
7. tf f(x) = x2 - Sx * z find f(A) Where, = [_1 ;t8. Using etementary operations, find the inverse of [] ]l

s For the matrix ^=li.lii,lff!f::::,";::: tr:: o Hence rind e_,

10' Express the matrix 
^=[;i i 

fl * rr,. sum of a svmmetric and skew symmetric

matrix.

tl sotve zx - y . ,':::-i{;Tr::Y;,2:'{';;iT:! r,
Or Using properties of determinants, prove that

lb+c c*a a+bl

l::; ;ii liil= 2(a+ b + c)(ab + bc + ca_ az _ b2 _ c2)

Qqt
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M.M.24 Chss: rdfi
NOTE: Each question carries 6 mark

I' Graphically maximize z = x * 2y subject to the constraints:

x * Zy > l.O,Zx _ y < O,Zx * y < 200,x> 0,y > 0
2. Graphically minimize z = sx + L}y subject to the constraints:

x + y ) 60,x * 2y < L20,x _ 2y > 0 ond x,! ) 0

3. Every gram of wheat provides 0.rg of protein and 0.25 g of carbohydrates. The

corresponding varues for rice are 0.059 and 0.5g respectivery. wheat costs Rs. 4
per/kg and rice Rs' 6 per/kg. The minimum daily requirements of protein and

carbohydrates for an average child are 50g and 2009 respectively. In what quantities

should wheat and rice be mixed in the daily diet so as to provide maximum daily
requirements of protein and carbohydrates at minimum cost? Frame an L.p.p. and
solve it graphically.

4' A shopkeeper manufactures gold rings and chains. The combined number of rings and

chains manufactured per day is at most 24. It takes half an hour to make a ring and
one hour for a chain' The maximum number of hours available is 16. Ifthe profit on a
ring is Rs. r00 and on a chain is Rs. 300. Frame a Lpp to maximize the profit.

SUBJEICT: MATHEMATICS

Time: t hour

8")



Fg6 f#firvlr'furar, +fra

PART-A (Each question canics I marh)

l. If y = cos-1 t, then

I N-;<y=; B)-z <y<n C)o< y<:
2. The principat value of sin-1 (r1) t,

A)+
tan-L(t) - cos-1 (#J ,r equat to

Time: I hour

D)0<y=T

SUB.,FCD: MATHEMATICS

Class: E t+M.M.2s

/

I
3.

B): 5E

6

fhe value of cos ec(sec-Lx * cosec-Lx.; is equal to

/A); q;

A)0 B)-!
2

c)o

C)L

c)f

d)r

d) !
2

),/cos-r (r"r+) is equatto/ A) + B)T q:

r)0

,or-r1 * cot-r# * cot-rff = o

8-il Prove thattan-L'/fr+@ - n t
I - -v u..*e. !q,r ffi=;+)cos_Lz

(ov
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SUBIECI: UA?IIEUATICS
TEST- INTEGRATION

It{.M.25 Chss: EtI# Time: I hour
PART_A (Each question canies I muk)

I. /$dzequals
(A) tan-rx I c (B)tax.-lx e)loglt+x2l+c (D)cot-tx + c

2. I e*(tanx + logsecx) dr equals

(A) extanx (B)ex lolsecx + c (C )ex +tanx+ c (D)None ofthese
3. /(cos r - sin z) dr equals

(A)cosx+sinr+c @)sinx_cosx+c (C)cosx_ sin.r + c (D)tanx + c
4. I e*(!-5d*"quuls

(A)extogx @I+, Gl-i+c @)xtogx*c
s. [ -#d,x equats

@)lsec-11+c 181!ssrr.-t1*. G)ltan-lza c (D)sin_11+ c

PART_B (Eoch question canies 2 ma*)
6. Integrate: I cot2 x dx

7. Integrate: I:"#

8. Integrate: /ffia,
9. Integrate: I xlogxz d.x

pART_C (Each quettion ca ies 1 ma*)

10. Evaluate Ji4(r 
2 - x) dx aslimit of a sum.

ll.lntegrate: Iffia,
12. Integrate: l:--4- ax(.2+1)z(x+2),

@e)
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Class: 8q+
PART-A (Each question carries I mark)

l. The degree of the differential equation # * , e)' = ,, bg(!)
(A) I (B)2 (C) 3 (D) not defined

M.M.25

SI,BJECT: MATHEMATICS

2. The order ofthe differentiat equation # _ (H'* 3y _ 0 is :

(A)3 (B)2 (c)l (D)o
3. The integrating factor of the differential equation #.i= y is:

(A)logy (B) y (c) ey (D) none ofthese
4. The integrating factor of the differential equation *# * 2y = xz is:

(A)logfrf (B) r (C) x, (D) sroo*
5' The number of arbitrary constants in the general solution of a differential equation of

fifth order is:

(A)0 @)2 (c)3 (D)5

PART-B (Each question conies 2 mark)
6. Find the differentiat equation of the famity of curves given by xz + (J _ b)2 = l
7. Findthe particular solution of cos (fr) = a,! = | wlun x = 0

8. Sotve : jf, - sinz!

9. Find the general solution of (1 + cos r) # = O_ cos r)

PART-C (Each question canies 4 mark)
t0.Solve: x+-!=2x3

dx

tI. Solve , ot 
-v-xd.x x+y

t2. Solve: x,rtHH=ycos (i)*,

Time: t hour

Qsl
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M.M.20

NOTE: Eoch question carries 4marh

Find the area of the circle x2 * y, = 16 and the line ! = x in the first quadrant.

Using integration, find the area of the region bounded by (2,1), (3, 4) and (s,z).

Find the area of the smailer region given by *-+ -- r and. the straight rine 3x *
4y = 12.

Find the smaller area enclosed by the circle x2 * yz = 4 and the line x+y = 2 .

Find the area included between the curves lz = 4ax and. xz _ 4ay

SU&,ECT: MATHEMATICS

Class: fd+ Time: t hour

l.

2.

J.

4.

5.

L2"v
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SUB.,ECT: MATIIEMATICS

M.M.30 Ctass: rd# Time: t hour

PART-A (Each question carries 4 mark)

l' Find the point on the curve ! = x3 - 2x2 - 2x atwhich the tangent lines are parallel

to the line ! = 2x - 3.

2. Find the intervals for which the function f (x) = 6 - 9x - 2x2 is strictly increasing

and strictly decreasing.

3. Find the approximate value of tffi using differentials.

PART-B (Each qaestion carries 6 mark)

4' A wire of 36m length is to be cut into two pieces. one ofthe pieces is to be made into

a square and the other into an equilateral triangle. what should be the lengths of the

two pieces so that the combined area ofthe square and the hiangre is minimum?

5' Find the height of a right circular cylinder of maximum volume, which can be

inscribed in a sphere of radius 9 cm?

6' A window has the shape of a rectangle surmounted by semi-circle. tf the perimeter of
the window is 30 m, find the dimensions so that the greatest possible amount of light

may be admitted in order that its area may be maximum.

({st


